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The system that finances Michigan's schools from kindergarten through 12th grade is a perennial topic of conversation among policymakers, parents, taxpayers and voters. A
constructive discussion of this issue, however, requires a sound knowledge of the financial workings of Michigan's elementary and secondary school system. This knowledge is
precisely what the authors have attempted to provide. While the Mackinac Center for Public Policy has developed numerous policy recommendations over the years, this primer
is exclusively informational. This primer addresses the following: (1) how revenues are raised for Michigan's elementary and secondary public school system; (2) how money is
distributed to education programs and school districts once it is collected by various taxing authorities; and (3) how districts budget monies to be spent on the various activities
involved in operating schools and other educational programming. This book is arranged in four sections. The first--and the shortest--is "A Brief Overview of the Structure of
Michigan's Public School System," which defines a few basic terms and sketches the main local, state and federal agencies involved in financing Michigan's public school
system. This overview should help readers unfamiliar with Michigan's public school structure navigate the remainder of the book. The second, third and fourth sections are
considerably longer than the first and cover the three areas: tax revenues, distribution of revenues and financial management of those revenues by school districts. Appended
are: (1) U.S. Department of Education Spending in Michigan; (2) Summary of "Durant" Court Decisions; and (3) Guide to a New School Finance Electronic Module. An index is
included. (Contains 29 graphs, 238 footnotes, and 410 endnotes, footnotes.) [This paper was written with the assistance of Glenda Rader, Darcy Marusich, Alison Taylor, Steve
Zakem, John Schwartz, Thomas Moline, Charles Pisoni, Gary Start, Paul Soma, Tim Yeadon, Mary Ann Cleary, Douglas Newcombe, Vicki Duso, Clark Volz, Howard Heideman,
Paul Brown, Phil Boone, Patrick Dillon, Jayne Klein, and Dianne Easterling.].
The easy way to find and compare schools - FAST! Includes every accredited college in the U.S.: 2, 140 4-year colleges and universities; 1, 660 2-year community colleges and
technical schools; completely updated for 2007.
A compilation of brief profiles of American and Canadian men and women from the Midwest and central Canada who have achieved prominence in various fields
This is the only guide available that contains objective information on every accredited college in the United States — 2,150 four-year colleges and universities, and 1,650 two-year community
colleges and technical schools. With its clearly laid-out entries and more than 40 indexes, the College Handbook 2011 is the fastest, easiest way for students to narrow a college search and
compare the schools that they’re interested in. • Targeted information for home-schooled students and students considering community college as an option. • Useful features for black and
Hispanic students. • Tables of early decision and wait-list outcomes show information that can’t be found in any other guide. • Comprehensive listings of student services, majors, athletics, oncampus activities and campus computing. • Planning calendar and worksheets help students organize their applications and stay on track. • Purchasers qualify for a $10 discount on The
Official SAT Online Course™, the only course offered by the test makers. • Updated annually by a team of editors who verify information with each college — making the College Handbook
2011 the best college reference guide.
A guide to building vocabulary, improving reading comprehension, increasing other verbal skills, and reviewing basic mathematics. Sample tests are included.
Six Timeline Panels, Marker, and Study Guide.Develop your own unique art timelines with this set of special Create-A-Timeline panels with mark and erase surface.Students can research art
history, art styles, ancient art, multicultural art, as well as artists and their work, and apply color reproductions, black and white copies, or draw examples that illustrate the time frame being
studied. Includes a dry erase marker for marking dates and events which easily wipes off with a dry cloth. Water soluble markers can also be used.Six 27 x 13-inch panels on heavy card stock
can be joined to create a timeline over 13 feet long or used individually. Teacher's Guide includes ideas and examples of how to use the timeline panels and has an 8 1/2 x 11-inch
reproducible student timeline.
Seven superb short stories from the bestselling author of Charlie and the Chocolate Factory and The BFG! Meet the boy who can talk to animals and the man who can see with his eyes closed. And find out
about the treasure buried deep underground. A cleaver mix of fact and fiction, this collection also includes how master storyteller Roald Dahl became a writer. With Roald Dahl, you can never be sure where
reality ends and fantasy begins. "All the tales are entrancing inventions." —Publishers Weekly
The Congressional Record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the United States Congress. It is published daily when Congress is in session. The Congressional Record began publication
in 1873. Debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in The Debates and Proceedings in the Congress of the United States (1789-1824), the Register of Debates in Congress (1824-1837), and the
Congressional Globe (1833-1873)
"The purpose of this document is to provide comprehensible, global, evidence-based guidelines to help formulate policies and protocols for the treatment of malaria. Information is presented on the treatment
of uncomplicated malaria, including disease in special groups (young children, pregnant women, people who are HIV positive, travellers from non-malaria endemic regions) and in complex emergency
situations and severe malaria."--Publisher's description.

A biographical dictionary of noteworthy men and women of the Central and Midwestern States.
Presents information on enrollment, fields of study, admission requirements, expenses, and student activities at more than two thousand four-year colleges and universities and
1,600 two-year community colleges and trade schools. Original. 20,000 first printing.
I Inc.: Career Planning and Personal Entrepreneurship teaches students how to market themselves effectively in today's competitive professional environment. Students begin to
truly understand their personal interests, develop a plan that enables them to market those interests, and then launch their careers. Students learn the critical distinction between
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searching for a job and developing a successful career strategy. They acquire the skills required to become entrepreneurs of their professional lives regardless of where or in
what field they may choose to work. While initially developed for students in business programs who are thinking about how to move forward with career choice and planning, I
Inc. is a valuable tool for anyone who wants to best pursue their career ambitions. All the material in the text has been successfully class-tested and revisited to enhance the
content and resources available to students. The book is an excellent choice for business program courses in career planning and development. Newly applicable to
undergraduate and graduate students, is applicable to any student who wants to present their skills and abilities in a way that future employers will truly value and appreciate.
Includes history of bills and resolutions.
Parents know how important good schools are when they are deciding where to buy a new house. That's why they are willing to stretch their budget for a home near a “good”
school. But they should not be fooled by the tree-lined streets and expensive real estate – the neighborhood schools may not be as good as they think, according to the findings
in Not as Good as You Think: Why the Middle Class Needs School Choice. The book takes readers on a driving tour of some of California's best neighborhoods and supposedly
some of its best schools. Many parents have found out the hard way that despite what they have been told about their neighborhood schools, many of these students are not
performing at grade level, let alone ready for college.
Glencoe is the only publisher to use real-world accounting software and companies to teach accounting!
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